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FTK & FTK Lab 7.1
Complete deep-dive forensic investigations faster
with image and facial recognition

Building on the mobile enhancements in 7.0, the newest release allows you to put all 
of the pieces together with mobile analysis and image and facial recognition.

Investigations are complex. Your digital forensic tools shouldn’t be. New innovations in FTK and FTK Lab 7.1 help 
you accomplish your mission faster using the market’s premier tools for investigation. With advanced image and facial 
recognition, APFS parsing and more, you can analyze all mobile, image and computer data simultaneously, saving time 
and eliminating the need to pass evidence between applications. 

You already know FTK can help you zero in on relevant evidence quickly, conduct faster searches and dramatically 
increase analysis speed. The 7.1 release adds more mobile capabilities, resulting in fewer tools needed to complete 
the investigation, deeper analysis and more time saved. Using anything else could leave data undiscovered.
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Features in this release:
Facial and Image Recognition   
Train your system to look for specific individuals or find objects within images and then filter your 
results to only look at those pictures. This speeds up investigations and helps you draw connections in 
cases without having to look through every image or thumbnail. Let technology do the work for you.

Support for Apple® File Systems   
Train your system to look for specific individuals or find objects within images and then filter your 
results to only look at those pictures. This speeds up investigations and helps you draw connections in 
cases without having to look through every image or thumbnail. Let technology do the work for you.

Load File Templates   
We’ve added templates to make it easier to get the right fields in a load file, rather than having to add 
them manually.
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With FTK and FTK Lab 7.1, you receive all of 
these great features and more, including a 

new JSON Content Importer.
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